
Third Ray of God 

Neptune Conjunct Jupiter: Sit 

Neptune Trine/Sextile Jupiter: Sitael 

Neptune Square/Opposite Jupiter: Vassago 

 

 

Sit 

 

 

 

This name will generate miracles in your life, after you make internal changes. When an 
extraordinary internal change starts to happen, the potency of this name ignites the power of 
miracles in your physical life by allowing the universe to express the internal transformation in 
the external (physical) realm. What are the internal traits that need to be changed? Anger, and 

the temptation to follow the path of negativity.  

 



How this name applies to the 12 Astrological Houses of our Lives 

1st House: Awareness of Self/What we are  

- To enable a wider view of our life and put matters into perspective 
- To encourage spiritual growth and development 

 
2nd House: Personal Resources/What we have 

- To bring insight into the true value of people and things in our life 
- Enable one to gain clarity regarding ones spending and saving habits 

- To gain control of our financial life, especially how we manage our money 
 

3rd House: Immediate Environment/What we think 
- To increase our compassion within our self and others 

- To bring clarity to communication 
 

4th House: Inner World/What nutures us 
- To protect our home from theft, and damage from both nature and people.  

 
5th House: Personal Creativity/How we serve others 

- Bring clarity and insight into romantic relationship so we may see beyond all illusions. 
- To assure others understand us and that we understand others. 

 
 

6th House: Daily Life/Service to others  

- Aid understanding in those with whom we work.  
 

7th House: Awareness of Others/How we Partner with others 
- To see through the façade others put up to appear like something they are not. 

- To understand the true character of others.  
- To clarify our emotions regarding long term partnerships we are currently in such as a 

career or marriage.  
 

8th House: Other People’s Money/Debts/Energy Exchange 
- Bring clarity regarding all manner of contracts. 

- To prevent being scammed. 
 

9th House: Mental Exploration/Expanding our horizons/study 
- To bring deep insight into spiritual studies and our mystical path. 

 
10th House: Career/Interactions with outer world 

- To bring clarity regarding career ambitions. 
- To discover our material path in life. 

11th House: Hopes/Goals/Aspirations/Friends 

- To regain contact with a desired person. 



 
12th House: Inner Life/Spiritual life/subconscious mind/intuition and secrets 

- To see through those who claim to be spiritual leaders but propagate falsehood 
(Protects one from harmful or useless cults,ect.) 

 

Ritual Method for Names of God 

1. Discover what power or powers you desire to manifest in your life. 
2. Scan the name from right to left 

3. Begin to intone the name while visualizing a bright white light from the highest source 
pouring out the frequency and energy of this name into your situation.  

4. See yourself receiving the Name as an outpouring of light and energy. 
 
When using this method results are usually experienced very quickly and powerfully.  

 

 

 

 
Sitael 

 



 

 

 

Powers according to Papus: Against adversities. Protects against weapons and wild beasts. 
Loves truth, will keep his word, will oblige those in need of his services. 

 

 

How this name applies to the 12 Astrological Houses of our Lives 

1st House: Awareness of Self/What we are 

- To aid spiritual growth and development 
- To obtain a more comprehensive view of life 



 
2nd House: Personal Resources/What we have 

- For aid in managing our finances 
 
 

3rd House: Immediate Environment/What we think 
- To bring compassion between our self and others. This acts as a shield to danger and 

troublesome situations involving others.  
 
 

4th House: Inner World/What nutures us 
- Increase the peace in a home. 

- To remove negativity from an environment  
 

5th House: Personal Creativity/How we serve others 
- To attract romance 

- To increase love in general environments, settings, and relationships 
- To uncover hidden artistic talents  

 

 
6th House: Daily Life/Service to others 

- Increase harmony in a workplace 

 

 
 

7th House: Awareness of Others/How we Partner with others 
- To move from lust and love to a deep spiritual connection in long term relationships  

 
 

8th House: Other People’s Money/Debts/Energy Exchange 
- To encourage others to forgive debts 

- To inspire generosity in others 
 
 

9th House: Mental Exploration/Expanding our horizons/study 
- Develop understanding of spiritual and mystical concepts and literature.  

 
 

10th House: Career/Interactions with outer world 
- To expand horizons regarding one’s career path.  

- To find one’s true work  

 

11th House: Hopes/Goals/Aspirations/Friends 



- To enable groups to work together in harmony 

 
      12th House: Inner Life/Spiritual life/subconscious mind/intuition and secrets 

- To aid spiritual development  

 

Ritual Method for Angelic Sigil 

1. Scan the Hebrew words on the outside of the triangle counterclockwise one time.  
2. Scan the 4 sigils of the angel 

3. Scan the Hebrew name of the angel in the middle from right to left 
4. Chant the name of the angel while visualizing what you desire to happen. You may also 

speak your desire mentally or out loud to the angel once contact is established.  

 

 

 

 

Vassago 



 

 

From the Goetia: The Third Spirit is a Mighty Prince, being of the same nature as Agares. He is 
called Vassago. This Spirit is of a Good Nature, and his office is to declare things Past and to 

Come, and to discover all things Hid or Lost. 

 

 

 

How this name applies to the 12 Astrological Houses of our Lives 



Note: As with every Goetic Spirit, we may work beneficial or baneful magick with their powers. 
Here I list the positive powers but the Goetic Spirits also specialize in doing the opposite of what 

is listed here.  

1st House: Awareness of Self/What we are 

- To bring mental clarity and avoid misconceptions. 

 

 
2nd House: Personal Resources/What we have 

- Bring carefulness and discretion to one’s financial management. 
 

 
 

3rd House: Immediate Environment/What we think 
- To encourage resolution of misunderstandings  

- Bring clarity in communication 
 

4th House: Inner World/What nutures us 
- To prevent damage to the home and property of ourself and others. 

 
5th House: Personal Creativity/How we serve others 
- Bring skill in gambling through helpful insights 

- To understand a romantic partner 
 

 
6th House: Daily Life/Service to others 

- To bring understanding to a workplace 

 

 
 

7th House: Awareness of Others/How we Partner with others 
- To see through others and see the heart of who they are. Particularly useful when 

striking business deals.  
 
 

8th House: Other People’s Money/Debts/Energy Exchange 
 

- To bring clarity to contractual agreements prior to engagement 
 

9th House: Mental Exploration/Expanding our horizons/study 
- Bring deep understanding to spiritual and mystical studies. 

 
10th House: Career/Interactions with outer world 



- To protect one’s career from being damaged due to a scandal 

 

11th House: Hopes/Goals/Aspirations/Friends 

- To see the true value in an investment.  
- To restore contact and communication with lost friends.  

 
      12th House: Inner Life/Spiritual life/subconscious mind/intuition and secrets 

- To understand spiritual and mystical subjects with clarity and depth 

 

Ritual Method for Goetic Words of Power: 
 

1. Tune in to how you are feeling in your current state. Feel what brought you to this magick 
regardless of what it is. Breathe and tune into your current state of being. 

 
2. Feel what your desire is and feel that sensation of lacking your desire. How does it make you 

feel emotionally? Allow those emotions to arise fully and without restrictions. 
 

3. Begin to scan the sigil. Starting at the top on the left side of the black dot, scan the outer 
circle counter clockwise. When done, scan the triangle starting from the bottom right, to the top 

of the triangle, then down the left side. Then right to left on the bottom. 
 

4. Gaze at the sigil of the spirit in the center of the triangle and know that therein lies the power 
to resolve whatever problem you have. To fulfill whatever lack you are feeling. This sigil is 

bursting with power to help you and a desire to do so. Feel a sense of gratitude welling up for 
that. 

 
5. Say the words: 

 
AH-DOH-NAI 
EE-AH-OH 

YICH-EH-AK-EV-CAH-HA 
YITZ-OH-HAH-YAHV-TAH-HAH 
YEE-YAH-HAH-GAV-LEE-HAH 

GAH-DEE-YELL 
TOO-VEE-YELL 
OO-REE-YELL 
RAH-FAH-EL 
MEE-KAH-EL 

GAH-BREE-YELL 
YUH-DID-YAH 

RAH-ZEE-YELL 
YEH-OH-EL 

NOO-REE-YELL 



YAH-BAHM 
EE-AH 

OH-MEM 
VEH-HOO 

SEE-TAH-EL 
SEET-EH-VAH-EL 
YOH-FEH-FEE-EL 

TOH-VEE-EL 

VAH-SAH-GOH 
 

(Here you may begin to chant Vassago’s Mantra of Communion until you gain a sense of his 
presence if you wish: Keyan vefa jedan tasa Vassago [KEE-AHN VEH-FAH JEH-DAHN TAH-

SAH VUH-SAH-GOH) 
 

Hear me Vassago! 
 

It is my will that you ________. (state your will 3 times in 2 sentences or less) 
 

Vassago! I will give you public praise as a reward upon fulfillment. So that others may hear of 
your power and call upon you. Go in peace and cause no harm or loss to myself or my loved 

ones. 
 

Hayah! Hoveh! Yiyeh! Shalom! 
 

That is the end of the ritual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


